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13 things mentally strong don't do

~by Amy Morin, LCSWMentally strong people have healthy habits. They manage their feelings, thoughts and behaviors in ways that create success in life. Check out these things that mentally strong people don't do that you too can become more mentally strong.1 They don't waste time feeling sorry for themselves strong people don't sit around feeling sorry
about their circumstances or how others treat them. Instead, they take responsibility for their role in life and understand that life is not always easy or fair.2 They do not give up their power does not allow others to control them, and they do not give someone else's authority over them. They don't say things like, my boss makes me feel bad, because they
understand that they control their own emotions and have a choice in how they respond.3 They're not ashamed of ChangMentally strong people not trying to avoid change. Instead, they welcome positive change and are willing to be flexible. They understand that change is inevitable and believe in their adaptability.4 They don't waste energy on things that
can't be controlled you won't hear a mentally strong person complaining about lost luggage or traffic jams. Instead, they focus on what they can control in their lives. They realize that sometimes, the only thing they can control is their attitude.5 They don't worry about pleasing everyone the strong people realize that they don't need to please everyone all the
time. They are not afraid to say no or raise their voice when necessary that they strive to be kind and fair, but they can deal with others who are upset if they do not make them happy.6 They are not afraid to take calculated risks do not take reckless or foolish risks, but do not mind taking calculated risks. Mentally powerful people spend time assessing risks
and benefits before making a big decision, and are fully aware of potential negative practices before taking action.7 They don't live on the PastMentally strong people don't waste time going into the past and I hope things are different. They recognize their past and can say what they have learned from it. However, they do not constantly recall bad experiences
or imagine the glory days. Instead, they live at the present time and plan for the future.8 They don't make the same mistakes over and over again accept responsibility for their behavior and learn from their past mistakes. As a result, they do not keep repeating those mistakes over and over again. Instead, they move and make better decisions in the future.9
They don't resent other people successMentally powerful people can appreciate and celebrate the success of others in life. They don't grow jealous or feel cheated when others overtake them. Instead, they recognize that success comes with hard work, and that they To work hard for their own chance of success.10 They don't give up after the first
failuredon't look at failure as a reason to give up. Instead, they use failure as an opportunity for growth and improvement. They're willing to keep trying until they get it right.11 They are not afraid alone powerful people TimeMentally can tolerate being alone and they are not afraid of silence. They are not afraid to be alone with their ideas and they can use stop
work to be productive. They enjoy their own company and don't rely on others for companionship and entertainment all the time but instead they can be happy on their own.12 They don't feel the world owes them anything they don't feel right about things in life. They were not born with the mentality that others would take care of them or that the world should
give them something. Instead, they are looking for opportunities based on their own advantages.13 They don't expect immediate results no matter how they're working to improve their health or get a new job from the ground, and mentally strong people don't expect immediate results. Instead, they apply their skills and time to their best and understand that
real change takes time. Click here for a printable version of 13 things mentally powerful people don't do the fourteenth thing mentally powerful people don't do: read this book or associate with advice professionals who express themselves that way. I tried to give this book a fair shake (as audible) but when I kept yelling at the CD player it's probably better to
give up. I was hoping that the author only used the terms in her personal list, and that she was more useful in the length of the book. I've really tried I haven't really tried to set aside my frustration with terminology and see what can be the fourteenth thing mentally powerful people don't do: read this book or associate with advice professionals who express
themselves that way. I tried to give this book a fair shake (as audible) but when I kept yelling at the CD player it's probably better to give up. I was hoping that the author only used the terms in her personal list, and that she was more useful in the length of the book. I've really tried I haven't really tried to set aside my frustration with terminology and see what
can dissociate itself from its work that might be useful to me. I fully sympathize with the terrible events of Miss Maureen's life, the loss of three dear people to her in a very short time. However, I am more sympathetic to people with real mental illnesses and painful upbringing who have apparently to put up with her hashtag than mentally weak. For someone
who has had difficulty living for the first time in a relatively safe environment as an adult, I can see how her way of coordinating advice about flexibility will be helpful. Perhaps those who just need a general Polish follow their position, rather than fighting with From the low self from moment to moment and after real fears, you will get over the victim of blame
from this book. (Misperception of the victim's blame: She compares someone struggling to get better but doesn't kick these habits for someone who goes to the gym for two hours each day, but wonders why he doesn't get fit, even though he eats dozens of cakes every day on his way home. When old chestnuts pulled around seeing himself as having the
option to go to work, instead of asking himself what other options one had (and yes, one has options, even when most of them suck), I run out of patience. When she had talked about how a mother, dealing with a teenager who flat refused to do anything she was asked, 'gave away her strength' by shouting, I wanted to know how this licensed social worker
advised the parent to do something more effective - and what the most effective thing was. (Hint: She doesn't tell us.) Don't pity herself, as she tells us. After listening to her about it for half an hour, I realized that I no longer felt that I understood what self-pity was. For example, she talked about an injured child and his parents reacted by taking his whole life
excessively - and then applied the label self-pity to the child, when it really meant that the parents suffered from hypersensitivity. Maureen seeds her writing with small patches of stories about successful people, in which by using these characteristics of mental strength they bootstrap themselves to success - like Oprah, where Maureen cheers that the famous
lady overcame the traumas of her childhood and poor background by 'restoring her strength,' while not mentioning the support of others that Oprah also credited as part of her success. (It's no big surprise to anyone that Mrs. Maureen's list was shared by Forbes, is it?) I'm not saying that the principles are wrong, that way. But clichés are chronologically and
smooth, with the conviction of the mentally weak (what is this, Kipling?) will not help people with real and persistent problems, unlike the problems that exist in the reactions to the only negative circumstances. (Not everyone has the resources to go skydiving on the anniversary of her husband's death. This ideology of mental power that comes in some selfhelp presentations is also not her own, obviously; She must have picked this up at her course at the University of Mayne that's kind of a 'back up and pull yourself together' vocabulary that makes the kind of group practices that Maureen worked with very frustrating for those trying to manage a serious mental illness or long-term trauma. Why? I didn't have a
young counselor who looked remarkably like Maureen -- who is, after all, only 36 now -- who told me to deal with being socially inappropriate by joining JayCees.) People who deal with bad employers, negative conditions, and even mental illness may do better with one of the many other books that cover improving your emotional resilience, making changes
that can make and change your attitude one step at a time. I recommend the works of Harriet Lerner or even Dale Carnegie. * I'll add more as I think about it. ... Over Amy Morin, author of 13 Things Mentally Powerful People Don't Do, the article that went viral and got a million views within two weeks, comes in the end how to guide to overcome obstacles in
getting in the way of a gorgeous, more fulfilling and happier life. Maureen knows that that you're talking. At just 26, while working as a doctor and therapist, Maureen's husband died suddenly. She realized that she was reeling internally, and she realized what pitfalls she did not want to give up: self-pity, a sense of entitlement and resentment. In the ten years
since then, she has refined these principles and worked on them with countless patients. The results are impressive. In this book, we learn to identify the 13 common habits that prepare us in life, and how to avoid them. We go to the gym to build our muscles, but we haven't yet thought about mental strength: the real key to a more productive and meaningful
life. This revolutionary book shows you how. Gaia la libraia Vuoi ricevere un'email sui tuoi prodotti preferiti? Chiedi a Gaia, la tua assistente personale Note legali legali
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